This paper presents a knowledge-based approach to design a portable natural language interface to database systems, called KID (Knowledge-based Interface to Database systems).
I. INTRODUCTION A number of natural language interfaces (NLIs)
to database (DB) systems have been developed in an attempt to make DB systems more user-friendly (e.g., [9] , [19] ).
To free the user from the need to know about query languages and DBs, and to allow the user to access DBs in natural language, NLI systems must incorporate a knowledge base that contains knowledge about a domain of discourse, DBs, a query language, and natural language.
Moreover, applying NLI systems to new domains requires construction of new knowledge bases for the domains.
Recent work has focused on portable NLI systems (e.g., [10] , [12] ). However, no work has focused on the issues involved in users designing knowledge bases by themselves to transport NLI systems to new domains (One exception, [8] , discusses some of them).
Communication between the NLI system and the user requires a model for mutual comprehension, just as dialogues between the human beings do. In order to effectively mediate between the user and the system, a domain model must be represented in terms natural to the concepts the user would employ when thinking about a domain of discourse, instead of semantically poor DB schemata.
The user can more easily formulate queries for a conceptually natural domain model than for a DB, and a domain model captures more of the semantics of the domain than a DB.
In this respect such models have common goals with semantic data models, e.g., [5] , [13] .
The modeling system for the NLI system must provide the user with mechanisms for abstracting the domain concepts, such as classification, aggregation, generalization [151, and derivation [51116] .
This will enable the user to easily build a domain model, make queries based on it, and clearly tell what ~ueries are acceptable, i.e., the conceptual coverage [8] of the NLI system.
To guarantee the conceptual naturalness of the domain model, it must be independent of the DB. DB schemata are subject to change for reasons unrelated to the semantics of the domain model, such as space performance issues.
To isolate such changes from the domain model, the system must provide the user with a framework for describing a correspondence between the domain model and the underlying DBs. The correspondence, referred to as a DB mapping, must be understandable to the user, and flexible enough to buffer DB schema changes and accommodate the user's view. Moreover, the DB mapping must be able to express classification, aggregation, and generalization of the domain concepts.
As the DB mapping is used as a knowledge base to translate a domain model query into a DB query, the DB mapping must encapsulate as much domain-specific translation knowledge as possible, from the viewpoint of portability.
The user has to build linguistic knowledge besides the domain model and the DB mapping, to customize an NLI system to a new domain.
Thus, the system must provide the user with a framework for describing a vocabulary, i.e., linguistic model, in which to express domain model queries.
The linguistic model must be natural and transparent to the user, like the domain model.
The system uses the linguistic model as a knowledge base to semantically interpret the user's query. Therefore, the linguistic model must be able to encapsulate as much domain-specific knowledge as possible, so that semantic interpretation can be domain-independent.
Moreover, domainspecific knowledge is needed to resolve ambiguities the user's query may contain, depending on the domain.
Thus, the user must be able to easily define the linguistic model based on the domain model.
Issues arise from the fact that the knowledge base, including the domain model, linguistic model, and DB mapping, is inherently heuristic;
we cannot expect the user to construct a complete knowledge base from the start. Rather, a knowledge base is constructed incrementally.
The user must be able to verify that the knowledge base he builds is correct. This can only be determined by testing the knowledge base as it is being constructed.
In order to debug the domain model and the linguistic model, the user must be able to tell how a change in the models will influence the semantic interpretation of his query, because the parser uses the models.
The user must be able to determine how his query is semantically interpreted.
The rules of the parser must therefore be general and clear, and the control of the rules must be simple.
Similarly, the translation mechan-ism must be transparent enough for the user to debug the DB mapping. 0nly if all these conditions are satisfied can the user tell how the system understands his query according to the given knowledge base, and refine the knowledge base. Finally, the users who build knowledge bases are usually neither DB experts nor linguistic experts, but end-user experts in specific domains. Therefore the knowledge base must be as easy for these users to write as possible. The knowledge base must be integrated; the user must be able to describe all kinds of interrelated knowledge in one place, so that he can easily check whether they are consistent. In addition, it is important to provide the user with an environment to support easy and flexible construction of the knowledge base. This paper's main point is that a knowledge-based approach is extremely effective for constructing a portable NLI system that satisfies the above design criteria. A knowledge-based approach is to make NLI systems domain-independent by confining domainspecific knowledge needed to process the user's query to the knowledge bases. This paper discusses an NLI system called KID (Knowledge-based Interface to Database systems). KID's portability stems from its knowledge base, called the world model (WN). The WE integrates the domain model, linguistic model, and DB mapping. The user can transport KID to a new domain simply by writing a new WE. The encapsulation of all the domain-specific knowledge into the WE makes KID general.
The WE is easy for the user to define and understand. KID's processing of the user's query using the WE is transparent enough to the user to enable easy debugging of the WM. This paper explains the design of the WM, and KID's knowledge-based processing of user queries using the WE. Section 2 gives a brief overview of KID.
Section 3 presents the design of the WM. Section 4 details the semantic interpretation of the user's query using the WM. Section 5 explains query translation based on the WM. Section 6 summarizes the paper and compares our work with other related work. Figure I , processing of a Japaneselanguage query is divided into four phases. In the first phase, KID parses the query to make an intermediate meaning structure together with the parse tree. In the translation phase, KID modifies the meaning structure into a WE query and outputs a paraphrased version of the user's query.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW As shown in
If the user confirms the paraphrase, KID translates the WM In the evaluation phase, KID sends the DB query to a relational [4] database management system (DBMS) such as RDB/V1111 ] ; the DBMS evaluates the DB query and sends back the tuples satisfying its conditions.
In the last phase, KID shows the results to the user. The WM is used in the first two phases.
We provide a flexible facility for defining domain-specific knowledge in the WM. This facility, called WED (World model EDitor), makes it easier for the user to build and understand the WM, using multiple-windows. WED can be invoked at any time. For example, if KID detects an undefined lexicon in the user's query, the user can edit the WM using WED.
WORLD MODEL DESIGN
TO customize KID to a new domain, the user must specify domain-specific knowledge, including the domain model, linguistic model, and DB mapping. The WM provides an integrated framework for describing all of them. The user has only to add new domainspecific knowledge into the WM, to transport KID to a new domain. This section discusses the WE design.
~.~ Domain Model 3.1.1 Classification and Aggregation
We now explain how to represent a model of a domain of discourse, called a domain model, in the WM. To obtain a conceptually natural domain model, we decided to take an object-oriented approach [2] . Things and relationships among them in the domain are described in terms of objects and relationships between them.
Objects consist of substructures called attributes, which implement properties of and relationships between objects. Moreover, an attribute has several facets, which describe various aspects of that attribute. In particular, the WM objects are called classes; they describe properties common to individual objects, called instances. Domain concepts are divided into classes. The WM classes as a whole represent a model of a domain of discourse just sufficiently. Hence the user can see the conceptual coverage of KID by browsing in the WM using WED. Figure 2 fies the instances of the class uniquely. Moreover, the user can control the display of the attribute value; the attribute Return indicates which attributes to return when referenced (see RETAILER). Furthermore, the inverse of the attribute can be defined (see RETAILER NAME). The attribute Inverse is used to make inferences in semantic interpretation of the user's query.
In addition to value and class, facets provide an attribute with various aspects. The facet multiple distinguishes between single-valued and multiplevalued attributes.
For example, Sales of SALE is multiple-valued.
The facet mandatory specifies a non-null attribute.
Key attributes must be nonnull. Knowledge specified by system-defined facets (e.g., multiple) and attributes (e.g., Key, Return) is used in query translation. Figure 3 represents a part of the merchandising domain model graphically.
Ovals denote classes, and arrows the relationships between them. Solid arrows depict attribute relationships, and broken arrows super-sub relationships.
Leaf nodes and internal nodes of a graphical representation of the WM are called primitive and nonprimitive classes, respectively. They are distinguished by their metaclasses, i.e., by the attribute Class. For example, SALE, RETAILER, and COMMODITY are nonprimitive; AD-DRESS, NAME, and RETAILER NAME are primitive. The WM classes include comple~ objects [6] , such as SALE;
ACTORLN~E)" ~ Figure 3 . Graphical representation of the domain model the WE classes allow arbitrarily nested aggregation.
Generalization
To enhance the naturalness of the domain model, we introduce generalization, which enables the user to easily define classes similar to existing ones with a few incremental changes.
The newly-defined classes are called subclasses, and the old ones are called superclasses.
The relationship is called a super-sub relationship.
A superclass is denoted by the attribute Super, by which the subclass inherits all the attributes of that superclass.
For example, BEER inherits Code and Name from COMMODITY (see Figure 2). The attribute Super introduces generalization hierarchies in the WE.
The need for generalization emerges naturally during model design. We adopt the heuristic method of model design, which cannot be detailed here due to space limitations.
By this method, classes and their relationships are identified, paying close attention to nouns and verbs in fragments of the user's natural language queries collected before knowledge base design. For example, sentence fragments "the name of the retailer" and "the name of the factory" make RETAILER-->RETAILER NAME and FACTORY-->FACTORY NAME parts of the WM. NAME is constructed as a common superclass of RETAILER NAME and FACTORY NAME (see Figure 3) . Furthermore, --NAME is a subclass of the system-defined class JSTRING, a string of Japanese-language characters.
FACTORY and RETAILER are subclasses of the system-defined class ENTITY, the superclass of all the WM classes (see Figure 2 ).
Derivation
We provide the WE with a derivation mechanism to extend the naturalness of the WE. Derivation enables the user to see the same information in several ways, which helps the user to define new views of the domain model.
In KID, derivation enables the user to define new attributes or classes by restricting or combining existing attributes or classes.
The derivation is specified by the WE query language, as explained in Section 5. The derived classes or attributes can be accessed by the same interface as the basic classes, i.e., classes which have any DB mapping.
The user specifies any derivation as a kind of class in the facet derivation (see Supe~r of BEER in Figure 2 ). Classes or attributes can be derived not only from the basic classes or attributes, but also from other derived classes or attributes.
An example is when we model a sentence fragment "sell in some place" in the merchandising domain. Figure 4) . BEER DERIVATION--shows t~at BEER can be derived as a sub'ass of COMMODITY by restricting its Code value.
Integration
The WM classes can do more than model a domain of discourse.
The user can also describe the DB mapping and linguistic correspondence in the WM classes.
The integration of all the relevant knowledge into one place, i.e., class, enables the user to easily write it and check its consistency. The DB mapping can be statically described in the facet storage of the attribute of the WM class (see Retailer of SALE in Figure 2 ). For the linguistic knowledge, the user can define the vocabulary based on the domain model, i.e., classes, and see what lexicons are allocated to the classes, by using WED. Dynamic properties, such as a procedure to get a required value out of input text, can also be described as methods [2] in the WM classes.
For example, the parser can put the values into the instances by sending them a message "GET VALUE" (see RETAILER NAME in Figure 2 ). The WM differs significantly f~om semantic data models(e.g.,15]) in that they describe only static properties of objects.
Linguistic Model
To apply KID to a new domain, the user must define knowledge about natural language.
The knowledge, called the Linguistic Model (LM), is used when the parser semantically interprets the user's query. The user expresses his query with the LM.
The LM consists of definitions of lexicons and relationships between them. Lexicons can be defined by associating them with the WM classes. The relationships between the lexicons can be viewed as identical to those between the associated classes.
A case frame [I] of a verb is denoted by a set of all attributes of the associated class.
For example, the noun "retailer" and the verb "sell" refer to the classes RETAILER and SALE, respectively.
The case frame of the verb "sell" is a set (Retailer Commodity Sales Price).
The user can tell how to express his query by looking up the lexicons allocated to the classes, using WED.
Our approach of defining the LM based on the WM classes makes the LM more natural in several ways. First, the LM, or case frames, can be represented succinctly by use of generalization of the classes. For example, when we model two sentences "sell beer" and "sell wine," usually we must define a separate case frame for each of them, such as (... Beer ...) and (... Wine ...). However, if BEER and WINE are to be defined as subclasses of COMMODITY, then the case frame alone, including the Commodity case, can represent the same knowledge as represented by the two separate case frames.
The LM also supports user linguistic views different from the given WM classes, by derivation.
Further, the LM allows some ambiguity in the user's natural language queries.
Ambiguities arise from the need for the naturalness of the LM.
It is a natural language phenomenon that generic nouns are specialized by modifications, such as noun phrases and clauses; the nouns themselves should be defined to correspond to classes which are as general as possible.
For example, it is natural to associate the proper noun "Tokyo" with ADDRESS, but not with RETAILER ADDRESS or FACTORY ADDRESS.
However, if the noun--"Tokyo" is referred To in the user's query, the class for the noun must be specialized to either RETAILER ADDRESS or FACTORY ADDRESS according to the context,--to unambiguously--answer the query. These ambiguities can be resolved by semantic interpretation using the LM, as discussed in Section 4.
Mapping
In KID, the user defines the (DB) mapping by associating the WM classes with the relations [4] in the DB. The user can make the domain model and linguistic model in the WM independent of the DB by encapsulating most of the domain-specific translation knowledge into the mapping. Thus, the mapping prevents DB schema changes irrelevant to the semantics of the WM from affecting the naturalness of the WM. Moreover, the mapping enables the user to flexibly express classification, aggregation, and generalization of classes.
We choose to make the mapping description formalism close to the relational query language, rather than devise a new language specifically for the mapping, because the user can easily specify which relations to retrieve with a nonprocedural query language.
This makes the mapping understandable and flexible.
In addition to a one-to-one mapping between the WM classes and the DB relations, the user can specify nontrivial mappings, including multiple target fields and joinsL4].
The user specifies the mapping as a kind of class in the facet storage of the attribute. For example, SALE RETAILER MAPPING in Figure 5 shows the mapping desc-{iptien ~lass for Retailer of SALE.
Here, suffixes TBL and FLD denote table (relation) and field --(column) --respectively.
The mapping as the value of the attribute Get of the class specifies that when Retailer of SALE is referenced, RETAILER CODE FLD and RETAILER NAME FLD of RETAILER--TBL--are returned by joining R-ETAILER TDL and SALE--TBL.
Although the user can choose his own mapping approach, we advocate the following top-down approach, in which the DB schemata are defined based on the given WM classes.
First, consider classification and aggregation.
The user should simply allocate one relation to one class.
Suppose that we give a relation RI to a class CI. If the domain class for an attribute AI of CI is primitive, then the mapping for AI is to be a field FI of RI. Otherwise, another relation R2 is to be given to the nonprimitive domain class C2 for AI of CI. Moreover, a field F2 of RI is to be defined as a foreign key [4] for R2. The mapping for AI is to return fields of R2 by joining RI and R2 by F2 of RI and the key field of R2. For example, we define a relation SALE TBL with a foreign key SALE RETAILER FLD for SALE, ~nd a relation RETAILER TBL--with a k-ey RETAILER CODE FLD for RETAILER.
Moreover, we write RETAILER--NAME--MAPPING for Name of RETAILER, and SALE RETAILER--MAPPTNG for Retailer of SALE (see Figure 57 .
For generalization, we recommend that the user write in the attribute Super of the class either of two mappings: (I) a mapping restricting some fields of the relation for the superclass, (2) a mapping joining the relation for the superclass and another relation for the subclass including the fields for subclass-specific attributes and the common key fields with the relation for the superclass. The parser analyzes the user's Japanese-language request to extract its meaning.
Analysis is based on the modification relationships between phrases such as noun phrases or verb phrases.
In general, analyzing a sentence grammatically is called syntactic analysis; analysis using the meanings of lexicons is called semantic analysis [l] .
The user's request often has both syntactic and semantic ambiguities[t0].
Syntactic ambiguities occur when there is more than one possible modification relationship between the phrases. For example, in the request "Tokyo no biiru wo uru mise no namae wa ?" ("What is the name of the retailer which sells beer in Tokyo ?"), the noun phrase "Tokyo no"
(in Tokyo) "may modify either a noun phrase "biiru wo" (beer), a noun phrase "mise no" (of the retailer) or a verb phrase "uru" (sells) syntactically. Semantic ambiguities may also arise when phrases have multiple meanings.
For example, the noun phrase "Tokyo no" (in Tokyo) corresponds to a particular address, but its meaning should be either a "factory-address" or a "retailer-address" depending on the context in the merchandising domain.
To resolve these ambiguities, we need semantic knowledge about the domain.
There are two extremes when using semantics in parsing.
One extreme is to divide the syntactic and semantic analysis into two completely separate steps, e.g., [12] . This can lead to a combinatorial explosion in the number of possible ~arses.
The opposite extreme is semantic grammar [l] , where the semantic information is embedded in the grammatical categories.
This makes no distinction between domain-specific knowledge and general knowledge, so the semantic grammar-based parser (e.g., [9] ) is less transportable.
Thus, we took the middle approach.
Our Approach
Our goal is to semantically interpret the user's query, keeping the parser domain-independent, and at the same time preventing a combinatorial explosion in the number of possible parses. Syntactic and semantic analysis proceeds incrementally. A rule in the KID parser consists of both syntactic and semantic parts, including checks and actions. The possible modification relationships between the phrases must pass the syntactic and semantic checks. If both of the checks are successful, then the syntactic and semantic actions deterministically produce the partial parse tree and meaning for the modification, respectively. This reduces the number of possible intermediate parses drastically, which prevents a combinatorial explosion.
We can make the parser domain-independent by encapsulating into the WM the domain-specific knowledge used by semantic checks and actions, and by restricting the parser's knowledge source to the WM. That is, the semantic checks on the modification relationships between the phrases are based only on the relationships between the classes for the nouns or verbs in the phrases given by the LM. If the classes are connected by an attribute or super-sub relationship, then the phrases are unified into one phrase, called a unified phrase, with the meaning made by consulting the WM only. This makes the parsing rules clear and general.
!.~.l Meaning Representation
We use the WM not only as a knowledge base for semantic interpretation, but also as a meaning representation for the user's query.
Semantic interpretation identifies the WM classes in the user's query, instantiates them, and makes a network of the instances isomorphic to the WM classes as a meaning structure of the input. This isomorphic structure enables the user to clearly verify the results of semantic interpretation.
During processing, the parser gets the values required for later processing (e.g., making the qualification in the WM query) from the input text, and puts them into the instances. The surface structures of the phrases vary from one class to another, so the user has to specify individual procedures for each class.
However, if the user writes class-specific methods under the same name "GET VALUE" in the WM classes (see RETAILER NAME in Figure 2 ), then the parser can do these individual tasks "uniformly" by sending all the instances the message "GET VALUE"; this objectoriented feature of the WM keeps the parser domainindependent.
The central class in the meaning, corresponding to the root in the network, is called the conceptual class. The class which the phrase denotes literally is called the syntactic class.
The parser integrates subtrees into a larger tree. The meaning, syntactic class, and conceptual class are attached to the integrated tree by combining the counterparts of the subtrees (see Figure 6 ).
~.~.~ Principles for Using the WM
We present two general principles the parser uses when it consults the WM. They help to resolve ambiguities in the user's query naturally and efficiently.
(~) Specialization principle If two classes in a generalization hierarchy are given, the rule prefers the subclass to the superclass (e.g., RETAILERNAME in a NAME/RETAILERNAME hierarchy).
This principle can resolve the semantic ambiguities of the phrases naturally. This principle is based by the general language phenomenon that a concept is specialized by modifications.
(~) Centralization principle If two classes connected by an attribute relationship are given, the rule prefers the "whole" class to the "part" class (e.g., SALE in SALE/RETAILER attribute relationship).
This helps to efficiently resolve syntactic ambiguities by determining the conceptual focus, i.e., the conceptual class. From the viewpoint of efficiency, semantic checks are done by using the syntactic or conceptual classes which index the meaning structure, rather than by exhaustive search of the meaning.
Rules
--~h-~ru---~ are classified into two groups according to the types of relationships between the WM classes which they handle: identification rules for supersub relationships and connection rules for userdefined attribute relationships.
The rules are further specialized according to the syntactic patterns to which they apply. Like the identification rules, the connection rules are general and domainindependent in that they treat all user-defined attributes in the same manner. The rules identify the modification relationships among the phrases with the relationships among the associated classes, using the LM. This enables the user to intuitively and clearly grasp the process of semantic interpretation. Given the WM, the user can predict the results of semantic interpretation of his query, by knowing these rules plus the above two principles. A few typical rules follow:
(I) NP-NP identification rule
This rule applies to syntactic patterns such as a noun phrase (NP) with the postposition (PP) "ga" (indicating a subject or an object of a sentence, depending on the context) followed by an NP with the PP "no" (ownership or a sentence subject).
If two classes for the two NPs are in a hierarchy, the two NPs are unified into one NP. The classes of the unified NP (meaning, syntactic, and conceptual classes) are the subclass, by the Specialization principle. For example, consider the following: "...kakaku ga 300 en no..." (price) (300)(yen) ("...price is 300 yen...")
Here the NP "kakaku ga" (price) and the NP "300 yen no" (yen is the Japanese currency) refer to the classes PRICE and MONEY, respectively. They are in a super-sub relationship, so the NPs are unified. The classes are all specialized to PRICE.
(2) NP-NP connection rule This rule applies to syntactic patterns such as an NP with the PP "no" followed by an NP with a PP of any kind, such as "ga", "wa" (a subject or an object of a sentence), or "we" (a sentence object).
If the associated classes are directly connected by an attribute relationship, such as SALE and RETAILER, or indirectly via super-sub relationships, such as RE-TAILER and ADDRESS, then the two NPs are unified into one NP. The syntactic class of the unified NP is that of the second NP, because the latter phrase is syntactically dominant in a Japanese-language sentence. The conceptual class is determined by the Centralization principle.
The meaning is made by merging the meanings of the two NPs. All these classes are specialized by the Specialization principle as required.
For example, consider the following: "...miss no namas wa..." (retailer)(of)(name) ("...the name of the retailer is...")
Here the NP "miss no" (of the retailer) and the NP "namae wa"
(the name) correspond to RETAILER and NAME, respectively.
Because RETAILER has NAME as its attribute, the two NPs are unified into one NP. The syntactic class of the unified NP is specialized to RETAILER NAME.
The conceptual class is set to RETAILER and--the merged meaning becomes RETAILER-->RETAILER NAME.
(3) PRE~P connection rule This rule applies to syntactic patterns such as a series of NPs followed by a predicate phrase (PREDP).
If the class for the PREDP has each class for the NPs as its attribute, then all the phrases are unified into one PREDP. Moreover, if the PREDP is followed by an NP and if their classes are connected by an attribute relationship, then the two phrases are unified into one NP. The classes of the unified phrase are determined, as in (2). Here the NP "Fujitsuya ga" (a particular retailer name), the NP "biiru wo" (beer), and the PREDP "uru" (sells) refer to RETAILER NAME, BEER, and SALE, respectively.
The modific~ion relationship between the NP "biiru wo" and the PREDP holds, because SALE has BEER as its attribute.
The relationship between the NP "Fujitsuya ga" and the PREDP does not hold, because SALE does not have RETAILER NAME as its attribute. However, here the parser uses a heuristic; the system infers that when the user mentions the retailer's name, the user associates it with the retailer itself.
The system can make this inference by knowing that the inverse class of RETAILERNAME is RETAILER.
The system takes RETAILER as the conceptual class of the NP "Fujitsuya ga." Further, SALE has RETAILER as its attribute, so the modification relationship between the NP and PREDP holds. Thus, the three phrases are unified into one PREDP; the syntactic and conceptual classes are both set to SALE and the meaning becomes: SALE-->RETAILER-->RETAILER NAME. % BEER
Control of Rules
To make it easier to debug the WM, we keep control of the rules as sim~le as possible, by taking a priority-based approach [1] .
Each rule is given a priority according to the strength of relationships between the classes for phrases handled by that rule.
In general, identification rules are given higher priority than connection rules, because the super-sub relationship is stronger than the attribute relationship from the viewpoint of similarity. The parser applies the rules with the highest priority to the user's utterance, from left to right.
If the conditions of a rule are satisfied, then the actions are performed; otherwise the rules with the next highest priority are tried.
This continues until the parser finds a rule whose condition is satisfied.
After an action is performed by a rule, the parser applies the highest priority rule from the beginning of the input again.
The parser continues this process until there are no rules that apply.
If the parser has a unified tree at that time, the parsing succeeds, otherwise it fails. This priority-based control results in a unique parse tree and meaning, if parsing is successful.
Simple control of the rules makes the parser robust, so it can accept even ungrammatical queries. The user cannot always be expected to make a complete and correct query. Robustness is vital, to make the system user-friendly.
Thus, we write rules that can handle patterns the standard rules cannot, and then give them lower priority than the standard rules.
How the Rules Work
To illustrate how the rules work, consider the following query:
"Tokyo no biiru wo uru miss no namae wa ?" (address)(of)(beer) (sells)(retailer)(of)(name) ("What is the name of the retailer which sells beer in Tokyo?") This query has some syntactic ambiguities.
The NP "Tokyo no" (in Tokyo, a particular address denoting the class ADDRESS) has three possible NPs that it could modify: "biiru wo" (beer, BEER), "miss no" (of the retailer, RETAILER) or "namae wa"
(the name, NAME).
The PREDP "uru" (sells, SALE) has two possible NPs to modify: "miss no" (of the retailer) and "namae wa"
(the name).
The query also has two semantic ambiguities; "Tokyo no" (ADDRESS) and "namae wa"
(NAME) could be specialized. The rules resolve all these ambiguities as explained below.
First, the PREDP connection rule unifies PREDPI "uru" (sells) and NP2 "biiru wo" (beer) into PREDP2 (see Figure 6 ), because SALE has BEER as its attribute.
Then, the PREDP connection rule unifies PREDP2 and NP3 "mise no" (of the retailer) into NP5, because SALE, the syntactic class of PREDP2, has RE-TAILER as its attribute.
This also resolves the syntactic ambiguity of PREDPI "uru" (sells); PREDPI modifies NP3 "mise no" (of the retailer).
Next, the NP-NP connection rule unifies NPI "Tokyo no" (in Tokyo no biiru wo uru mise no namae wa ? NPI NP2 PREDPI NP3 NP4
NP7
syntactic class: RETAILER_NAME conceptual class: SALE meaning:
SALE-->RETAILER-->RETAILER_NAME "~BEER "~RETAILER ADDRESS Figure 6 . Example of parsing Tokyo) and NP5 into NP6, because RETAILER, the syntactic class of NP5, has ADDRESS as its attribute. This resolves both the syntactic and semantic ambiguities of NPI "Tokyo no" (in Tokyo). NPI modifies NP3 "mise no" (of the retailer), and ADDRESS, the class of NPI, is specialized to RETAILER ADDRESS. Finally, the NP-NP connection rule unifies--NP6 and NP4 "namae wa" (the name) into one complete sentence because RETAILER, the syntactic class of NP6, has NAME as its attribute. This resolves the semantic ambiguity of NP4 "namae wa" (the name); NAME is specialized to RETAILER NAME. Figure 6 illustrates the parse tree together~ith the classes.
~. QUERY TRANSLATION The meaning structure produced by semantic interpretation of the user's query is translated into a WM query, then the WM query is translated into a DB query. In this section, we discuss the WM query language, and our approach to translation.
5.1WM Quer~ Language
The WM query language basically consists of the target list, which specifies what data to return, and the qualification list, which specifies the conditions the data must satisfy. For example, "What is the name of the retailer which sells beer in Tokyo ?" is translated into the following WE query: display SALE:Retailer:Name SALE:Beer where SALE:Retailer:Address="TOKYO"
The keyword display is followed by the target list, and the keyword where by the qualification list. The expression basically consists of a class name, followed by arbitrary number of attribute names with ":" between them.
The ":" notation corresponds to the "." notation, i.e., functional join [18] or a functional composition [16] .
The ":" operator can specify complex objects, i.e., aggregation, to any desired detail.
It can also accommodate property inheritance, i.e., generalization, such as BEER:Name.
Further, the user can express WE queries including joins, i.e., entity-joins [18] , nested queries, and aggregate functions with "group by" and "having" clauses [4] .
For example, the user's query "Which retailer sells the most ?" is translated into the following WM query: Here the knowledge that the key attribute of RE-TAILER is Code makes the expression in the groupby clause. Moreover, the knowledge that Sales of SALE is multiple-valued puts the aggregate function SUM before SALE:Sales in the having clause.
In this way, the knowledge described in the WM classes is used to process the user query.
Our Approach to Translation
Several issues arise in translating a WM query. The translation must be done correctly according to the domain-specific knowledge. Besides basic mapping, the WM query expressions may involve any level of nested derivation, generalization, and functional joins in any combination(e.g., SALE:Beer:Name). There is a large gap between the WM query including such complex expressions and the query against the "flat" relations; the gap must be bridged to correctly translate the query.
Therefore, we adopt as the translation mechanism a rule-based[l] scheme whose advantages are modularity, uniformity, and naturalness. We can divide the translation task into primitive subtasks, each performing only one function, such as generalization, derivation, or functional join, and allocate one subtask to one rule.
A second issue arises from the fact that the user defines mappings by himself. The translation mechanism must be transparent enough for the user to easily verify the correctness of a mapping that he builds heuristically.
The rule-based mechanism also solves this problem, because it is appropriate for explicit description of behavioral knowledge.
That it is modular and uniform helps the user to understand the translation process. To help the user debug the mapping, we provide trace/break functions as basic features of the rule-based mechanism. They can be invoked at any time. The user can use this facility to see the translation process step by step. It is also effective for rule debugging.
We want the WE to be independent of the DBMS in addition to the DB, so that we can extend KID to different DBMSs. We make a clear separation between the rules, i.e., knowledge about a particular query language, and their control, i.e., the interpreter. This way the user can control the rule contents. The user has only to modify or replace the rules themselves to apply KID to a new DBMS.
In addition to the mapping and the derivation, the translation must be done based on the domainspecific knowledge. The representation of a value in the expression of the WM query does not necessarily agree with its counterpart of the DB query. For example, while the value of RETAILER CODE is represented as an integer in the WE, the corresponding value is a string in the DB. The translation must take such class-specific kinds of knowledge into account. On the other hand, we must provide a general framework for describing such knowledge, to maintain portability. This can be done by integrating object-oriented features with the rule-oriented scheme [2] .
The user can give a common name to class-specific methods for value conversion.
Then, the system can activate domain-specific translation "uniformly" by sending a message using the common name.
~.3 Translation Rules
Query translation is done cooperatively by several "rulesets," which are collections of rules that perform coherent tasks. Rulesets are organized for key clauses of the WM query language. Target-, groupby-, having-, and qualification rulesets process display-, groupby-, having-, and where clauses, respectively. Each ruleset shares two workspaces, one for WM query input and one for DB query output. The rulesets look in the WM query workspace for expressions to which they apply. If any expressions are found, the rulesets translate them to modify the workspaces.
Each rule basically transforms the ":" notation in the WM query, using the relevant knowledge in the WM class, such as a mapping or
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A mapping modifies the DB query workspace, a derivation the WM query workspace. Each rule is applied repeatedly until the WE query workspace is empty, at which point the translation process terminates. We describe the principal functions of each ruleset below.
Target Ruleset
This ruleset processes the target list in the WN query. The rules include:
If the ': notation includes any mapping, the contents ~are added to the DB query workspace. The target and qualification parts of the mapping are merged into the corresponding parts of the DB query workspace.
For example, (WM query workspace) (DB query workspace) RETAILER:Name --> RETAILER TBL:RETAILER NAME FLD (2) derivation Tf the "":" notation includes any derivation, i.e., derived class or attribute, then the contents are merged into the WE query workspace. (~) complex object If a complex object whose attribute Super has neither a mapping nor derivation appears with no attributes specified in the expression, then it is expanded into its component classes to merge into the WE query workspace.
However, if the complex object has the attribute Return, expansion is performed according to its value. For example, (WM query workspace) RETAILER RETAILER:Code RETAILER:Name (~) generalization If the ":" notation has any property inheritance, then the mapping or derivation specified in the attribute Super of the class, i.e., subclass, is added to the DB or WE query workspace, respectively. The mapping or derivation in the attribute of the superclass is also added. For example, suppose that two separate relations are given for COMMODITY/BEER generalization, and the mapping joining the two relations and the mapping "get COMMODITY TBL:COMMODITY NAME FLD" are specified for Super of~EER and Name ~f COMMODITY, respectively:
(WE query workspace) (DB query workspace) BEER:Name --> COMMODITY-TBL:COMMODITY NAME FLD where COMMODITY TBL:COMMODITY--CODE--FLD =BEER TBL:BEER CODE FLD (5) functional join A long expression including more than one "." operator, i.e., functional join, is reduced one step at a time.
If the ....: notation has any mapping, then it is merged into the DB query workspace.
If it has any derivation, it is merged into the WE query workspace.
In the former case, the resultant class for the ":" notation, i.e., the domain class for the attribute, is added to the WM query workspace.
For 
Qualification Ruleset
This ruleset processes the where clause. Most of its functions are in common with the target ruleset, except that it must convert the value, and handle logicaland comparative operators and nested queries.
The ruleset always sends the predefined message "NORMALIZE VALUE" to convert the value. The codes for the message are specified optionally by the user for each class (see RETAILER CODE in Figure  2 ). This makes the translation domaTn-independent. For example, (WM query workspace) (DB query workspace) RETAILER:Code=IO0 --> (send RETAILER CODE "NORMALIZE VALUE" 100) b RETAILER TBL:RETAILER CODE FLD="IO0"
Translation Example
The first WE query example illustrated in Section
